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ECS approves revised policy (or 'incomplete' marks
BY CARLY SIMPSON
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM
The “incomplete” policies 
for both undergraduate and 
graduate students at Grand 
Valley State University are 
currently under review. Dur­
ing its meeting on Friday, the
Executive Committee of the 
Senate passed a revised ver­
sion of the undergraduate 
incomplete policy that states 
that undergraduate students 
cannot graduate if they have 
an “incomplete” mark on 
their transcript, even if the
course is an elective.
In addition, students can­
not take subsequent courses 
if they have an incomplete in 
the prerequisite class, unless 
the instructors of both cours­
es grant permission.
The current policy states
that an incomplete mark 
that is not converted to an­
other grade during the next 
semester the student attends 
GVSU or one calendar year, 
whichever comes first, will be 
changed to the grade F. This 
means the F will only affect
the students GPA.
Though students cannot 
graduate with an incomplete 
mark under the new policy, 
there is no limit to the num­
ber of incompletes a student 
can have at one time.
Between 2007 and 2012,
there were 4,565 incompletes 
at the undergraduate level. 
This was a matter of concern 
for some ECS members.
“They can’t graduate, but 
they can continue to take 
classes,” said Donijo Rob-
SEE ECS ON A2
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Senate elects nine new officers for 2014-2015
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM
Last week, Grand Valley State Uni­
versity’s Student Senate finished up the 
last step of the election process with the 
voting on all nine cabinet positions.
Five of the positions ran unopposed 
— vice president for diversity affairs, 
vice president for educational affairs,
vice president for finance, executive vice 
president and president. The other four 
positions had two or three nominees.
The position of president was the 
first to be voted on. Andrew Plague, the 
previous vice president for political af­
fairs, was elected.
“I’m looking forward to working 
with administration here and making
sure that the student voice is heard,” 
Plague said. “I have a lot to learn, and 
I’m excited to do that.”
Plague also said he was pleased with 
the outcome of the elections and was 
impressed by all the senators who were 
candidates — both those who were vot­
ed into cabinet and those who were not.
SEE SENATE ON A2
GV bids adieu to retiring professors
BY PETER CHHUM
PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM
As the winter semester nears its end at Grand Valley State 
University, students are beginning to move out of their apart­
ments and homes in anticipation of their summer agendas. 
However, while some students will say, “See ya later,” to GVSU, 
some professors will wave good­
bye for good.
At the conclusion of the aca­
demic year, GVSU will bid adieu 
to five professors who are enter­
ing retirement. Among them is 
John Hewitt, professor of crimi­
nal justice. •
During his time as a professor 
at various institutions, Hewitt 
has been able to touch the lives 
of more than 10,000 students di­
rectly in the classroom, as well as
HEWITT
thousands of others in the U.S., Canada and Europe through 
his authored textbooks.
Hewitt has also had his research widely published with 
more than 400 citations in scholarly publications and 150 ci­
tations published in Social Forces.
After 45 years of teaching at the college and university 
level, with his last 15 being spent at GVSU, Hewitt is ready to 
erase his whiteboard one last time.
“The nature of universities and the role of professors have 
changed a great deal over these past four and a half decades, 
and I must admit I am looking forward to very different chal­
lenges and opportunities, not least of which is improving my 
guitar playing,” Hewitt said. “I will be retiring to the Seattle 
area in the Pacific Northwest but plan to return to West Mich­
igan often to visit my daughter, son-in-law and four grand­
sons.”
As the School of Criminal Justice bids farewell to one of its 
integral faculty members, so will the School of Communica-
SEE RETIRE ON A2
Annual Grand Dialogue hosts 
debate between regional 
scientists, thenlogians at GV
BY ERIN GROGAN
EGROG AN @ LANTHORN.COM
A
lvin Plantinga present­
ed his theory that natu­
ralism and evolution 
are incompatible at the Grand 
Dialogue at Grand Valley State 
University on Saturday. The 
Grand Dialogue is meant to 
open conversation about the 
relationship between science 
and religion.
Plantinga is the John A. 
O’Brien Professor of Philoso­
phy Emeritus at the Univer­
sity of Notre Dame. He said 
he believes that Christians 
can believe in evolution but 
cannot believe that evolution 
happens by accident. This 
is because one of the core 
Christian beliefs is the idea 
that God created human be­
ings in his image.
“There is a science/religion 
— or science/quasi-religion 
— conflict, all right,” Plant­
inga said. “But it is a conflict 
between naturalism and sci­
ence, not theistic religion and 
science.”
By the term “quasi-reli­
gion,” Plantinga is referring to 
naturalism, which he defined 
as the “thought that there is 
no such thing as the God of 
theistic religion or anything 
like him.” If both naturalism 
and the current evolutionary 
theory were true, Plantinga 
said, then the likelihood of 
reliable cognitive faculties, 
meaning mem­
ory and percep­
tion, would be 
low.
As an evolu­
tionary biologist,
GVSU biology 
professor Michael 
Lombardo re­
sponded to Plant­
inga, supporting 
the idea that nat­
uralism is the best 
way to explain the 
observations and data record­
ed about the world. Lombardo 
said naturalism is superior be­
cause it is the only form of sci­
ence that purely seeks answers 
through natural explanations, 
completely disregarding any 
form of the supernatural for 
things that happen in the natu­
ral world.
“Remember in science, 
ideas that are not testable are 
of little value to increasing 
knowledge and understand­
ing,” Lombardo said. “In 
science, we require tangible 
evidence, not just arguments. 
In fact, theistic ideas about 
causes of life, especially in 
nature, are outside the do­
main of science. They’re not 
vulnerable to either testing or 
verification.”
Deborah Haarsma, an 
astronomist, Christian, and
the president at BioLogos 
— a company that dedicates 
itself to dispelling the idea 
that science is in conflict with 
religion, said she believes 
that God created all matter 
and continually upholds his 
laws and creation. However, 
she also believes that natural 
evolution is entirely possible 
and has yet to see a miracle 
of direct divine intervention 
throughout her studies of the 
creation of galaxies.
“For me, doing science has 
enhanced my faith,” Haarsma 
said. “When I see the beauty of 
the natural world, I see God’s 
glory. When I see the fascinat­
ing processes and physics, I see 
God’s creativity.”
Haarsma took issue with 
Lombardos idea that having a 
presupposed idea of Christian 
belief is incompatible with sci­
entific discovery. She said she 
disagrees with this idea be­
cause in history, many influen­
tial scientists were Christians 
and still made top discoveries.
“The regularity of nature 
is because of God’s faithful 
governance,” Haarsma said. 
“And it’s worth studying the 
natural world because it is 
God’s creation. We’re learn­
ing things about God from 
looking at his world.”
Several breakout sessions 
followed Plantinga’s keynote 
and the responses by Lom­
bardo and Haarsma. They 
discussed a wide 
variety of top­
ics surrounding 
the central idea 
of the conflicts 
between religion 
and science. Such 
topics included 
“What is natu­
ral selection?” 
by Lombardo, 
“What can the 
Talmuds tell us 
about science 
and medicine?” by GVSU pro­
fessor Sheldon Kopperl, and 
“Humans are religious beings: 
An existential-functional ac­
count” by John Cooper, a pro­
fessor of philosophical the­
ology at Calvin Theological 
Seminary. Breakout session 
presenters came from local 
colleges, universities, semi­
naries and organizations.
“Here in Grand Dialogue, 
we have a lot of different 
faiths in the room,” Haarsma 
said. “But I think that we 
have a consensus that we are 
respectful to each other and 
also seem to be interested to 
consider how spirituality and 
science fit together, and may­
be share disappointment and 
even grief that there are a lot 
of students out there who do 
not see that science and belief 
can fit together.”
In science, 
we require 
tangible 
evidence...
LOMBARDO
BIOLOGY PROFESSOR
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cations in the parting of professor Keith 
Oppenheim, coordinator of the broadcast­
ing major.
O p - 
p e n h e i m 
will leave 
GVSU to 
head to his 
next career 
endeavor 
teaching at 
Champlain 
College in 
Burling­
ton, Vt — a 
move that OPPENHEIM
will bring
him closer to his personal roots and his 
family.
Preceding Oppenheims arrival in 2009, 
he served as a correspondent at CNN for 
11 years and spent 15 years at various lo­
cal news stations. With a decorated back­
ground in news prior to entering academia, 
Oppenheim brought the intensity of the
news world into the classroom.
“My teaching style is very much shaped 
by working in the news business, which is 
based on time pressures, immediacy and 
accuracy,” Oppenheim said. “I really like to 
bark at my students without hurting their 
feelings. That’s something I really wanted 
to accomplish. The news world is tough. 
It requires people to be dedicated, on time, 
accurate and it doesn’t put up with late pa­
pers.”
As both professors ready their de­
partures from West Michigan, they both 
point to their rapports with their students 
at GVSU as their key inspirations and the 
single campus element that they both will 
miss. For Hewitt, his students were a key 
part of what he enjoyed most.
“I just loved coming across the student 
who is really intellectually curious, who 
is not afraid to engage ideas and wants to 
learn more about them. So many students 
are so excited about learning the discipline, 
and I’ve loved being able to help a student 
learn what they really wanted to,” Hewitt 
said. “I loved every semester having stu­
dents say, ‘Professor Huey really knows 
his stuff and students seem to know that I
knew my discipline well. It’s the excitement 
of scholarship, writing, and making a con­
tribution to the discipline that impacted 
them that I enjoyed so much."
Oppenheim agreed, saying that his stu­
dents are what kept him going,
“There’s a lot of work that goes into 
teaching that’s not always fun. There’s a lot 
of labor to get ready for class or grade pa­
pers,” he said. “The best part is the interac­
tion that you have with students. That will 
lead to these moments where you see them 
learning and growing, and the fun you 
have with them in person.”
The GVSU community will continue 
to celebhrte both Hewitt and Oppenheims 
work both in the classroom and through­
out the university.
“It is always bittersweet when profes­
sors retire and leave from Grand Valley 
since we will miss each of them on campus, 
but we are also happy for them as they be­
gin new adventures,” Provost Gayle Davis 
said. “When they leave, they take a lot of 
experience and accomplishments with 
them. We celebrate their achievements and 
wish them well, but they are always part of 
Grand Valley’s community.”
NEWS
BRIEFS
New GV building receives Gold LEED certification
Grand Valley State University's Field Station building at the 
Annis Water Resources Institute has been certified as LEED 
Gold. The building was completed and dedicated in 2013, but 
the LEED certification and review was completed this year. 
LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design and is an internationally recognized certification sys­
tem for environmentally sustainable construction projects. 
Certification is based on many factors including site sustain­
ability, water efficiency, energy use, materials and resources, 
environmental quality and innovation in design. Gold certifi­
cation is the second highest rating a building can receive.
GV alumnus takes position in Albanian cabinet
A Grand Valley State University alumnus has been chosen 
for a four-year ministry position in the cabinet of the govern­
ment of Albania. Last fall, Erion Veliaj was named Minister 
of Social Welfare and Youth. Veliaj is originally from Albania 
but studied international relations and political science at 
GVSU in the early 2000s. In 2003, Veliaj started the organiza­
tion MJAFT, a youth protest movement against corruption 
and lack of public services in Albania.The organization was 
awarded the United Nations Civil Society Award in 2004. 
Veliaj said his professors and experiences at GVSU encour­
aged him to start the group.
•’■••■••♦I > i«« .
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“I’m hoping the people who ran and didn’t win stay on and 
serve on their committees because I think that the elections pro­
cess has brought out a lot of really great ideas,” he said.
The previous vice president for public relations, Emma Moulton, 
was chosen to be the new executive vice president Moulton said 
that although the position doesn’t include much work on its own 
until the winter semester, she will be ready to take on any tasks she 
needs to until then.
“The executive vice president’s schedule is kind of slower in the 
fall, so I’ll really be that support system for everyone on cabinet and 
everyone on senate as well,” Moulton said.
The other newly elected cabinet members were: Jonathon 
Cook, vice president for senate resources; Jorden Simmonds, vice 
president for finance; Eric Cousins, vice president for campus af­
fairs; Scott St. Louis, vice president for educational affairs; Rainesha
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Williams-Fox, vice president for diversity affairs; Madelaine Cleg- 
horn, vice president for the newly created external affairs commit­
tee; and Tyler Ziola, vice president for public relations.
The rest of the senators will be put into their committees over 
the summer.
Bob Stoll, assodate dean for Student Life, has been working 
with Student Senate for 30 years and said that this was the most 
effident cabinet eledion the senate has ever had. Stoll attributes the 
effective election to the senators arriving well-equipped.
“I think they’ve come in prepared on the front end and they’ve 
done their homework,” he said.
Senators were not only prepared with questions, but they were 
also well organized.
“I think that’s one of the key things: that they have looked at 
how to condud business in a more efficient manner without put­
ting the typical politician speech after speech, interrogation after 
interrogation,” Stoll said.
Even without lengthy interrogations of candidates, the process 
of voting is a complex one. A week before elections, the newly 
eleded senators are nominated by their peers for the different cabi­
net seats. The nominees then have a week to prepare a speech.
On the night of elections, nominees present their speeches to 
the newly eleded body, followed by questions from the senators. 
After nominees provide answers, senators discuss the candidates 
and cast their votes.
ECS
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bins, professor of public fi­
nance. “Aren’t we setting them 
up for failure if they can have 
five incompletes in the fall se­
mester and then register for 
five more courses in the win­
ter semester? How is a student 
then supposed to complete 30 
credits before the deadline?”
However, an incomplete 
can only be granted if a small 
amount of the coursework is 
left The student is not required 
to take the entire course again.
The revised policy also 
states that a grade of incom­
plete will only be granted if 
there is 20 percent or less of the 
semester left, the student has 
done satisfadory work thus far 
in the course, the unfinished 
work can be clearly delineated, 
and there is a justifiable reason 
why the student cannot com­
plete the workload.
The ECS passed similar 
revisions for the graduate in­
complete policy at its April 4 
meeting. However, this policy 
would still allow graduate stu­
dents to graduate if they had 
an incomplete mark on their 
transcripts.
The new graduate policy 
would also make the incom­
plete form available digitally 
for professors to fill out online 
rather than requiring a stop in 
the registrar’s office. The un­
dergraduate policy does not 
include this provision, though 
there was talk of adding it still.
“There are times where I’ve 
had to drive 85 miles roundtrip 
in order to fill out one piece of 
paper and sign my name and 
go back home, which is a dif­
ficult thing to do with the tight 
timeline of final exams and 
submitting final grades,” said 
Nancy Levenburg, associate 
professor of management.
Since the graduate and un­
dergraduate policies are very 
similar, ECS members dis­
cussed combining them. This 
idea will be brought up at the 
University Academic Senate 
meeting on April 18.
“I know it’s two different 
communities, but it seems to 
me that for those of us who 
end up teaching both types of 
courses, they sort of say the 
same thing,” said Joy Wash­
burn, associate professor of 
nursing. “Wouldn’t it be sim­
pler if we had a single policy?”
Brent Smith, chair of the ac­
ademic policies and standards 
committee who was charged 
with reviewing the undergrad­
uate policy, said the two poli­
cies were revised with different 
criteria in mind.
“One of the reasons it was 
approached differently is be­
cause there were different con­
siderations going into it,” Smith 
said. “They were developed 
separately, but not inconsis­
tently. There are peer institu­
tions that have similar forms.”
If the policies are passed at 
the UAS meeting, they will go 
to the Board of Trustees for fi­
nal approval.
Last blood drives of the year to be hosted this week
The last two blood drives of the year will be hosted this 
week onTuesday and Wednesday.The Michigan Blood Bus 
will be at Kleiner Commons onTuesday from 10 a.m. until 6 
p.m. and at The Connection from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. Walk- 
ins will be welcome, but appointments are encouraged. To 
make an appointment, visit www.gvsu.edu/service and click 
on the blood drive link.
Hauenstein Center to host workshop on working with rivals
Grand Valley State University's Hauenstein Center for 
Presidential Studies will host a workshop to help community 
leaders learn to work with their rivals. The workshop will be 
held April 14 from noon to 1:30 p.m. at the Meijer Regency 
Room at the DeVos Center on the Pew Campus. Speakers 
will include Hauenstein Director Gleaves Whitney and staff 
member Brenna Cleary.The workshop will use examples 
from American history, books and the speakers' personal 
experiences. Those interested in the event can RSVP at www. 
hauensteincenter.org.
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by 
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Moving forward: Grand Valley State University physical therapy student Ashley VandenBerg races with 8-year-old Keagan Curtis during the "Wheel Run Together" 5K on Saturday. Keagan’s 
parents follow behind to support their son. The physical therapy program partnered with Alternatives in Motion, a local organization, to host around 150 participants in the race.
Wheel Run Together celebrates 18 years
Physical therapy program partners with local organization to fundraise for patient mobility devices
BY GABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTI @ LANTHORN.COM
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity physical therapy program 
united with the local organization, 
Alternatives in Motion, to host 
about 150 participants in the 18th 
annual Wheel Run Together 5K on 
Saturday.
Alternatives in Motion is a non­
profit organization that provides 
mobility devices for people who are 
unable to afford them by their own 
means.
“This race works well for us be­
cause it is with the physical therapy 
students,” said Matt Chapman, the 
interim executive director for Al­
ternatives in Motion. “We work 
very closely with physical therapists 
to make sure that the wheelchair is 
adjusted and properly fitting the in­
dividual.”
The race was held in ideal weath­
er with a wide range of competitors 
including handcyclists, cyclists and 
runners, who started outside of the 
Kirkhof Center and looped around
the Allendale Campus.
The race has become a tradi­
tion hosted by second-year physical 
therapy students every April for the 
last 18 years.
Jimi Minnema from Jenison, 
Mich., took first in the male division 
with a time of 16:10. Betsy Graney, 
a GVSU student and a member of 
the womens track and field team, 
finished first for the females with 
the time 18:52.
“This is always one of our re­
ally fun, annual, easy fundraisers,”
Chapman said.
Megan Kaiser was one of the 
six student coordinators who has 
worked throughout the school year 
to make this event possible.
“This event is really important 
to me personally because I went 
into physical therapy to be able to 
to help increase the functional mo­
bility of my patients,” Kaiser said. 
“Alternatives in Motion is an orga­
nization that helps do that by giving 
them wheelchairs and other adap­
tive equipment.”
This year, myTEAM TRIUMPH 
participated in the race. The ath­
letic ride-along program makes it 
possible for people with disabilities 
to participate in races and other en­
durance events.
“They call the individual who 
rides stroller with the disability the 
‘captain,’ and the people who push 
them are the ‘angels,’” Chapman 
said. “The experience is all about 
the captain. The captain gets the 
bib, the time,
SEE RUN ON AS
Counseling Center offers services 
for summer transition-related stress
Defending positions: Zachary Leinonen defends his case during a mock trial that took place 
inside the multipurpose room in the Mary Idema Pew Library last week.
beo ogy c ass ds mock tna based true story
BY BEN GLICK
BGLICK@LANTHORN.COM
After one of the most 
gruesome winters in recent 
memory, most Grand Valley 
State University students look 
forward to a break from the 
rigors of college life and to 
bask (for a while, at least) in 
the sun.
To other students, though, 
transitioning from campus 
life back to home life can be 
an unexpected challenge.
On April 17 at 8 p.m. at 
142 North C Living Center, 
the University Counseling 
Center will host 
its Transition 
Home for the 
Summer seminar 
to help students 
living on cam­
pus adjust back 
home over the 
summer months.
Melissa Selby- 
Theut, outreach 
coordinator at 
the University 
Counseling Cen­
ter, is heading 
the effort to help students in 
this transition period.
“We see a lot of transition 
issues at the beginning of the 
academic year,” Selby-Theut 
said. “But I think contrary to 
some people’s belief, we still 
sometimes feel a lot of adjust­
ment issues at the end of the 
academic year, as well.”
While this kind of adjust­
ment anxiety is more com­
mon to students returning to 
campus rather than leaving, 
it does not diminish the need 
for students to seek out atten­
tion if they need it.
“We do find a lot students 
coming in at the beginning 
of the year for personal stuff 
that might be related to the 
adjustment, versus students 
sometimes being not as will­
ing to come in at the end of 
the year because they know 
they’ll be transitioning home, 
so we do presentations at the 
end year and focus on the in­
dividual.”
The effort 
then becomes 
how to help in­
form students 
who might be 
having these 
anxieties to get 
the help they 
might need. A 
lot of that stress 
comes from a 
change in envi­
ronment.
“It might be very easy, but 
for some students it can be 
very difficult from going to a 
great deal of independence or 
operating on their own with­
out curfew or without any 
certain expectation to check 
in or to do certain things, and 
then in a matter of a day or 
hours then being put back in
that position where they are 
accountable to somebody.”
Another contributor to 
the feeling of anxiety is the 
uncertainty of what students 
will do during the four- 
month hiatus between the 
end of the winter semester 
and the beginning of the fall 
semester. This can manifest 
during the summer as bore­
dom and cause additional 
stress.
“(Others) don’t have any­
thing to do all day, which can 
create feelings of boredom 
or exacerbate other things 
they might be feeling,” Selby- 
Theut said.
She said the feeling is com­
mon among college students, 
and the Counseling Center is 
ready to receive them.
“We do try to meet the de­
mand of different groups as it 
arises,” she said. “So if there is 
a particular group of students 
who are noticing some sig­
nificant adjustment issues or 
feeling a lot of stress, students 
can always contact the Coun­
seling Center.”
Students are also encour­
aged to visit the Counseling 
Center’s website where they 
can request on-demand out- 
reaches, presentations or in­
terventions.
This particular presenta­
tion is developed by the
SEE TRANSITION ON A5
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity professor Peter 
Riemersma and his class 
GEO 300: Geology and the 
Environment participated 
in a mock trial on Tuesday 
based on the book “A Civil 
Action.”
The book is based on the 
true story of the legal strug­
gle of families in Woburn, 
Mass. In the case Anderson 
v. Cryovac, several families
sued two corporations — Be­
atrice Foods and W.R. Grace, 
a chemical company.
The families said that im­
properly handled industrial 
chemicals were captured by 
two city groundwater wells 
and that prolonged inges­
tion of the groundwater had 
caused leukemia and other 
health problems in their 
community. The case eventu­
ally led to the largest chemi­
cal cleanup in the history of 
the northeastern U.S. at that
time, which cost about $68 
million.
Students first became 
familiar with the case by 
reading the book and then 
assembling scientific evi-1 
dence that involves analysis 
of photographs, well logs, 
stream flow records, perme­
ability tests, and water level 
and water quality data. With 
this research, students then 
constructed “exhibits” for the
I
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Campus debate, hurt feelings and 'The Culture of Shut Up'
BY JOE HOGAN
JHOGAN @ LANTHORN.COM
Recently, the Lanthom 
has strongly urged students to 
claim their voice in all debates 
on university policy — and to 
do so boldly and emphatically. 
Now, it would be smart to 
qualify this call: we should first 
adopt an attitude of humil­
ity, one that encourages us to 
think deeply, critically and 
empathically about all view­
points — and all parties — in a 
given debate before voicing an 
argument.
In an article that provides 
support for this suggestion, Jon
Lovett discusses in "The At­
lantic” what he’s termed “The 
Culture of Shut Up.” Lovetts 
thesis: that the discourse of 
“manufactured outrage” and 
politics of hurt feelings native 
to online comment sections — 
the discourse that consists only 
of “vicious personal attacks” 
(Ex: “Obama is a commie 
socialist!”) and “self-righteous 
calls for apology” (Ex: “Your 
idiocy offends me, racist!”)
— has made its way into the 
mainstream, into politics, 
academia, and everywhere 
else. And, according to Lovett, 
its “chilling free speech.”
As remedy, Lovett proposes 
that we stop telling each other 
to shut up — that means not 
just to people whose views 
seem stupid, but to those 
whose ideas strike us as “of­
fensive” and even “dangerous.” 
Why? Because no matter how 
noble we think ourselves or
our beliefs, our attempt to si­
lence opposition is “a demand 
for conformity that encourages 
people on all sides of a debate 
to police each other instead 
of argue and convince each 
other.” In other words, “you 
don’t beat an idea by beating 
a person. You beat an idea by 
beating an idea.”
Our campus is no excep­
tion to Lovetts admonishment. 
Often we find ourselves in 
discussions that, unchecked, 
spiral directly into the kind of 
politics of hurt feelings Lovett 
describes. Someone presents 
a strong argument. Another 
takes offense and responds ad 
hominem. Soon there are calls 
for apology from parties, each 
believing itself the victim.
The most disconcerting as­
pect of such discussions is the 
willingness, usually on the part 
of both sides, to categorically 
dismiss as politically suspect
(often with the ready-made ap­
plication of some -ism) views 
that are not their own. This 
tendency, it ought to be said 
twice, dominates both sides of 
any discussion. Indeed, there is 
nothing more damning on the 
right than getting dismissed as 
a “radical leftist” for thinking 
corporate money should not 
equal speech; likewise, there 
is nothing more damning on 
the left than being labeled a 
“disgusting sexist” for being 
pro-life. Regardless of the 
potential truth-value of any 
such characterizations, they 
are cancerous to the cultivation 
of free speech. Why? Because 
they are attacks on people, not 
ideas. They seek not to address 
the nuances of any particular 
argument, but instead seek to 
ascribe to the whole argument 
some awful, irredeemable 
feature so as easily to dismiss 
it out of hand. We fail to see an
obvious truth: although some 
opinions and beliefs are ex­
amples of those horrible -isms, 
many are only reduced to such.
Therefore, the greatest 
danger of the culture of shut 
up, Lovett tells us, is that it 
“replaces a competition of 
arguments with a competition 
to delegitimize arguments.
And what’s left is the pressure 
to sand down the comers of 
your speech while looking for 
the rough edges in the speech 
of your adversaries. Everyone 
is offended. Everyone is offen­
sive.” This tendency leads not 
only to a culture of self-cen­
sorship in which our primary 
anxiety is expressing an un­
popular and thus unforgivable 
view, but also to a culture that 
encourages us to remain ideo­
logically entrenched within 
our respective in-groups. The 
final, free-speech-killing result: 
we fail to develop empathy for
others due to the disdain we 
have for their views. We re­
main content in our utter lack 
of imagination, in our failure 
to understand how another 
human being could hold be­
liefs diametrically opposed to 
our own and still, in one way 
or another, be a good person.
As we students secure for 
ourselves a greater voice in 
university policymaking, and 
more generally as we continue 
to discuss issues relevant to 
the fate of our campus and 
world, we should take seriously 
Lovett’s warning. That first 
requires we acknowledge that 
in any debate, we do not sim­
ply address ideas but people, 
with whom we should always 
attempt to empathize and 
identify. This, in turn, requires 
the humility to consider one 
disturbing possibility: that 
perhaps we are the ones who 
are wrong after all.
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
WHAT DISCIPLINE WOULD YOU BE 
INTERESTED TO MERGE WITH YOUR 
OWN TO GET A MORE COMPREHENSIVE 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD?
"Women and gender studies — 
it would be interesting to see 
where the two intersect and 
complement each other."
ELIZABETH BATTEN
Senior
Communication Studies 
Mendon, Mich.
"I would take theatre — it's 
always been a passion of 
mine and I would love to take 
classes to help sharpen my act­
ing abilities."
CHAD RODGERS
Junior
Film and Advertising 
Shelby Township, Mich.
I
ALLISON VANDINE
Sophomore
Cell and Molecular Biology 
Rockford, Mich.
•jV "Literary historian — restoring 
old manuscripts or working 
potentially in archives of war 
documents. I'm very interested 
in historic texts."
"I would choose to become a 
character designer for video 
games. I have always been 
Interested in art and the visual 
appeal in video games."
PAYTON NOTHDURFT
Freshman 
Nursing 
Berkley, Mich
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthoms opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the Grand 
Valley State University community. 
Student opinions published here do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims 
to be a safe vehicle for community 
discussion. The Lanthom will not 
publish or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not discriminate 
against any other views, opinions or 
beliefs. The content information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space 
permits, and are reserved for letters 
to the editor only, all other reader- 
generated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthom's 
YourSpace page by emailing 
community@lanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should 
indude the author’s full name and 
relevant tide along with a valid email 
and phone number for confirming the 
identity of the author. letters should 
be approximately 500-650 words in 
length, and are not edited by the staff 
of the Grand Valley lanthom outside 
of technical errors far clarity.
To make a submission, email 
at editorial@lanthom.com or by 
dropping off your submission in 
person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401 
616-826-8276
Got something to say? 
We'll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
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VALLEY VOTE
Do you think GVSU should review its older policies 
to make sure they're still relevant and just?
YES -9%% NO - g%
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Should GVSU invest more in interdisciplinary 
events?
LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
EDITORIAL
MIX AND MINGLE
Grand Dialogue brought together two distant academic fields to construct a complete 
world view, and we think more disciplines should get together to do the same.
T
his weekend, Grand Valley State 
University hosted the Grand 
Dialogue to open discussion about 
the relationship between science and 
religion. While creating an interest­
ing discussion and debate, this event 
also allowed advocates for both sides to 
intersect their fields of study with another 
— whether a scientist delved into religion 
or a theologian considered science. Both 
sets of academics had the opportunity to 
expand their understanding of the world 
by investigating a new perspective and 
perhaps incorporating it into their own. 
Furthermore, they were given the chance 
Construct a comprehensive concept of the 
world rather than — as often practiced 
in their academic disciplines — to tear it 
apart.
In our interdisciplinary-focused learn­
ing today, events like this are extremely 
important for the university commu­
nity. In courses now, we often focus on 
breaking down — rather than building 
up — the world around us. We form our
understandings based on these fragment­
ed views. But what are we supposed to do 
with them?
Events like Grand Dialogue allow us 
to consider these fragments in conjunc­
tion with the fragments of another dis­
cipline to perhaps build something new; 
we supplement our fragments to give 
them new context for new meaning.
Similar civil discussions should be 
replicated by all of GVSU’s academic 
departments. Different departments that 
may not seem to mesh should facilitate 
discussions between professors or staff 
members.
What if faculty in the environmental 
studies program held an event with the 
hospitality and tourism management 
program to discuss ways in which the 
tourism or hotel industries could become 
more environmentally sustainable? What 
if the computer information systems 
department talked with the journalism 
department to figure out a way to help 
the print media industry or to talk about
the future of news? While one depart­
ment may have a problem they just don’t 
know how to fix, another department 
might have the solution they need.
There are many possibilities for the 
collaboration — or just open dialogue — 
between disciplines. Many students don’t 
realize the vast amount of knowledge 
that is available literally at their finger­
tips at GVSU — faculty with high level 
degrees, library resources from other 
scholarly writers and publications, fellow 
classmates, etc. Many of these resources 
are underutilized because students stay 
rooted in their disciplines. Think of all 
the opinions and ideas that go unheard 
or are left unformed. If developed, these 
ideas could become discoveries and then 
solutions.
In short, it is important to focus on 
building up the future to look better 
and brighter rather than breaking down 
the past and being unwilling to engage 
foreign concepts. So get mingling, Grand 
Valley!
GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY LEAH FISHWICK
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Do I speak up?: The internal class debate
I was never one to talk out 
of turn in class. As a kid.
It’s a little different now.
The whole system of “raising 
your hand” feels outdated. 
Maybe I just have more to say 
this time around? It depends 
on the class. I think with more • 
people in the room, you still 
need to signal that you have 
something to say. If everyone’s 
got a good camaraderie going 
on, you can get a feel for who 
usually likes to talk and who 
doesn’t. Fewer people means 
more opportunities to just 
blurt out whatever.
A while back, someone 
took note of the fact that I had 
built up a reputation as being
quiet and reserved during 
class discussions until right 
at the end, where my words 
would carry the longest.
That was never intentional, 
but what I did intend by that 
behavior was to make sure 
that I talked so little that when 
I finally opened up my mouth 
to speak, everyone paid atten­
tion to what the quiet guy had 
to say. You let your voice be 
a rare occurrence and people 
will value it a little more.
There are exceptions to 
that. I once went off on a bit of 
a rant during a class where it 
sounded to me that someone 
nearby had implied that talent 
was worthless when it came 
to creating art. Coming from 
a musically inclined family, 
and growing up being taught 
that talent and skill were the 
most important things in 
making music... I disagreed 
rather strongly. Think about 
It—if we don’t value the 
talented and skilled, we sud­
denly make art meaningless, 
worthless. To what standards 
* 
i
can we hold anyone if no one 
is valued above anyone else? 
Why bother doing anything 
creative, if that’s the case?
Anyway... I could filibus­
ter about that for a while, but 
I have space constraints here. 
As far as talking in class goes,
I think there’s three kinds of 
professor: “talk when you 
have something to say” pro­
fessors who are mellow and 
want you to do some of their 
job for them, “raise your hand 
or I shall staple your mouth 
shut” professors who act like 
we’re all in high school still, 
and those professors who talk 
a lot for themselves and then 
ask you to speak up, only to 
become frustrated when you 
don’t because the/ve already 
said all there is to say.
I suppose I should men­
tion a fourth category for 
the other kinds of profes­
sors. Pot-pourri professors. 
Pro-pourri, there we go. That 
being said, I’ve encountered at 
least one of every single kind 
of these professors and I have
A
n
to say that so far, my favorites 
are that first kind, who ask a 
question and then just let it 
hang. Why? Because of their 
counterparts: the students.
Here’s the three kinds 
of student: the “Mute,” the 
“Often Wrong” and the 
“Always Right.” I think I hover 
somewhere between Mute 
and Often Wrong. I tend to let 
the Always Rights do all the 
talking for me because that’s 
what they love best, and why 
should I take that away from 
them? There’s always that 
hipster guy who dresses in a 
way that makes you raise an 
eyebrow and has smart alecky 
comments to make, and that 
hippie girl who loves to give 
“deeply spiritual” answers and 
reminds me of Ixina Loveg- 
ood—only without the funny. 
The Always Rights make my 
life easier by picking up my 
slack around “talk when you 
have something to say” profir 
I used to be one of them in 
high school before I got bored 
of that lifestyle.
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TRANSITION
CONTINUED FROM A3
Counseling Centers peer 
educators. Ihese students are 
trained by the University Coun­
seling Center in working with 
other students and pass on that 
knowledge to others. I here will 
also be a doctoral intern assigned 
to each peer education group to 
provide supervision.
One of the main topics that 
the presentation will communi­
cate is how to recognize which 
stressors trigger anxiety.
1 he presentation goes into 
what kind of stressors you might 
be experiencing,” Selby-'lheut 
said. “Things like parents, bore­
dom, or having to work full-time 
and feeling more busy than you 
were when you were in school. 
All of those adjustment-related 
issues and all the ways to help 
manage them.”
The presentation will also 
teach students self-care strategies 
aimed at reducing stress.
“Its going to be how to man­
age stress related to some of these 
adjustments, so that can include
some of the basics like exer­
cise and eating right,” she said. 
“Those things help to manage it.”
As with many seminars of 
this kind, the problem comes 
down to students recognizing 
the problem and trying to find a 
way to solve it. For Selby-Theut 
and the Counseling Center, its 
about encouraging students to 
come forward about their anxi­
eties.
“We just want to materialize 
that for students who may or 
may not use (the) center so they 
may or may not come in for per­
sonal counseling, but they still 
have access to some of the infor­
mation and resources that might 
be helpful in managing what 
might be tough life experiences 
or difficult times,” she said.
For more information on 
Transitioning Home for the 
Summer, visit www.gvsu.edu/ 
events/transitioning-home-for- 
the-summer or call the Univer­
sity Counseling Center at 616- 
394-4848.
RUN
CONTINUED FROM A3
and they get the experience of participating in a 5k.”
Kaiser said that by including myTEAM TRIUMPH, the or­
ganizers were able to include a greater area of the community.
Third-year physical therapy students Emily King, Ashley 
VandenBerg and Brett Cain joined together with eight-year- 
old Keagan Curtis to participate in the race. The students are 
conducting research with the physical therapy department to 
figure out how to use power mobility as an intervention for 
children with disabilities.
GEOLOGY
CONTINUED FROM A3
mock trial. During this time, they delivered expert opinions 
and gave depositions and testimonies before a judge and student 
jury.
“As a geology major, this was an in-depth real-life experi­
ence that was extremely beneficial,” said Jessika Lynn, a junior 
at GVSU. “We had to prepare our own information and operate 
in a non-rehearsed test of our own understanding of what we 
had learned.”
The course is centered on using the book to explore inter­
faces between science, citizen action, public health and the U.S. 
legal system.
“The course is about applying scientific principles to real life 
problems and involves the analysis, interpretation and presenta­
tion of scientific data,” Riemersma said. “It is the interplay be­
tween formulating opinions based on scientific reasoning and 
quantitative analyses, and the presentation and defense of those
____________A5
“Keagan is working with us teaching us how to use the 
power mobility trainer,” VandenBerg said. “Keagan asked us 
if we wanted to do a race with him, and we said that we would 
want to come to the Wheel Run and run with him. He is our 
captain.”
Chapman anticipates that when the numbers come in, this 
will be the most successful year to date.
“For us it is important because we rely entirely on dona­
tions,” Chapman said. “Donations of equipment and dona­
tions of cash so that we can afford the repairs. Without fund­
raisers and events like this, we could not help the people that 
we do.”
opinions before a judge that make this course unique and chal­
lenging.”
In addition to the students enrolled in the geology course 
running the trial, 11 students from another geology class stood 
in as a jury for the event. They decided which of the two com­
panies seemed to be responsible for the situation at hand. These 
students met with Riemersma before the trial to be introduced 
to several of the topics that would be addressed in the trial in a 
more in-depth fashion.
“Part of this experience is the emphasis on oral and written 
communication rather than a prepared speech or exam, al­
lowing students to formally apply what they did in the course,” 
Riemersma said. “As they prepare for the mock trial using the 
data in the real trial, they can see exactly how all the work we did 
in class can be used.”
Much of the content and framework of this course was de­
veloped by Ohio State University professor Scott Bair and is 
based on his interdisciplinary mock-trial course “Science in the 
Courtroom.”
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EXAM SURVIVAL
GUIDE
Exams are coming soon, and it is important for students 
to start preparing study guides and reading over class 
material now so they are not caught off guard when ex­
ams come around. Here are some friendly tips to miti­
gate exam study stress.
Tip l:Find out what to expect on the exam.
Ask your professors now what will be the most important concepts to focus on 
for the exam. If there is some topics that were covered in class but will not be 
important to know for the exam or important for a career later, then there is no 
need to take the time to memorize the material. Knowing what the format of the 
exam will be is also helpful so that students knew how to study. Fbr example, 
being able to write out a definition or being able to pick out a definition from a 
list are two very different things.
Tip 2: Start studying earlier than the night before the exam.
Though students are busy and overloaded with end of the year group projects, 
presentations and tests, just taking a few minutes each day to read over the 
notes you need for the exam will be very helpful than trying to learn every­
thing the night before.
Tip 3: Study with a group.
This is one case where a group is extremely helpful. Studying with a group 
of people in your class can be helpful to talk over the material with another 
person, have them test your knowledge, get help with confusing concepts and 
reaffirm your own knowledge by explaining some part of the material that they 
may not understand.
Tip 4: Doing well on exams requires sleep.
Sometimes pulling an all nighter to study can be worse than going to be and 
getting a good amount of sleep. Though you may have read over the material a 
few more times, if you sleep past the exam time or can't focus while taking it, it 
won’t do you any good.
Tip 5: Find a place to study that helps you focus.
If you are the type of student who needs absolute silence to get work done, 
then find that place. There are several quiet areas in the library or study rooms 
around campus that will cater to that need. If you like to study with other 
people, listening to music or in a more open environment with some noise, 
there are places for that too. If your friends study differently than what helps 
you learn best, it is okay to go to an area that will help you study better.
tit
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PRIME STUDY LOCATIONS
For groupwork or studying that requires chatting, you’ll 
need to find a place where other students won ’t shoot you 
death glares or frequently shush you. Here are a few sites 
that will accommodate a little bit of talking:
The Arboretum or Kirkhof pond turf
These outdoor locales allow you to fuel your brain with fresh spring oxygen 
and a little Vitamin D while you cram for your big final. Grab a blanket, pick a 
plot, and relax.
Mary Idema Few Library group rooms or atrium level
While most of the library requires a reasonable amount of quiet, some rooms are 
dedicated to noisy groups or lone students looking to rehearse presentations. 
Some groups conference rooms must be scheduled for use, but places like the 
third-floor DTE Energy Innovation Center or atrium level welcome impromptu 
meetings and conversations. Through exam week, the library is open 24 hours 
Sunday through Thursday, midnight to 2 a.m. on Friday, and 10 a.m. to midnight 
on Saturday.
Living center multipurpose rooms
Most living centers offer common rooms with nice arrangements of tables 
and chairs, and these are available to residents well through the night. If 
you’re lucky enough to have access to a dorm, take advantage of these group- 
accommodating work rooms.
Open classrooms
Some buildings leave classrooms open late into the night for student studying. 
A few favorite locations for large group gatherings are the Niemeyer case 
study and lecture rooms. These are left open well into the night for student use 
and offer useful technology to practice group presentations.
For silent study spots, you ’ll want to avoid all places listed 
above and venture into some of these places:
The Niemeyer Reading Room
Located on the second floor of the Niemeyer Living and Learning Center, this 
room offers a cozy fireplace with various arrangements of chairs and tables 
for your choice of study set-up. If you get into the building before it locks at 
midnight, you’ll be able to carry the study session all through the night. The 
room has a community-accepted no-talking policy, though, so silence your
phones or anticipate annoyed glances in your direction.
■*» ' T__
The Seidman House
Prepare for absolute silence. Only the most studious venture into this relaxing 
atmosphere complete with a fireplace and floor-to-ceiling windows looking 
out into the ravines. The often-overlooked building sits between Lake Huron 
Hall and Lake Ontario Hall on the Allendale Campus, and it’s open Monday 
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The Steelcase Library
This very spacious, clean and empty atmosphere gives the feeling that you're 
in a professional atmosphere and absolutely must continue working — so plan 
not to put down your books until you’re done. Through exam week, the library 
is open Sunday from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m., Monday through Thursday from 7:30 
a.m. to 2 a.m., Friday from 7:30 a.m. to midnight, and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 
midnight.
If you’re tired of the campus scene and need to escape 
to refocus yourself, try studying in one of these local hot 
spots:
The Bitter End
This 24-hour coffee shop located on Fulton Street just west of Pew Campus has 
a sort of communal code to be fairly quiet. It's often packed with desperate 
college students like yourself, though, so if you want to grab a seat, get there 
before the evening rush of cram sessions. (For fair warning, all patrons must 
purchase something in order to stay and study, but only one drink will allow 
you to stay as long as you want.)
Biggby/Starbucks
These coffee shops are not accessible all day and are not always as quiet as 
the Bitter End, so they may be more opportunities for group work or a little bit 
of noise. Biggby is located right off campus on 42nd and Lake Michigan Drive, 
and Starbucks is found adjacent to Rosa Parks Circle downtown.
Welcome To
Your Home Away From Home
Come join us:
Good Friday Service
Friday, April 18 @ 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Easter Sunday Service
Sunday, April 20 @ 10:00 AM
Sunday Worship
Every Sunday @ 10:00 AM
The Navigators
College Group Bible Study and meal. 
Will start back up in the fall 2014 
Every Thursday at 6pm
Allendale Baptist Church 
6651 Scott Street, Allendale, Ml 49401 
(the northeast corner of Scott & Avery) 
PO Box 157, Allendale, Ml 49401 
(616) 892-6300
f
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GV holds 2014 
NFL Pro Day
NFL scouts were in at­
tendance at the Kelly Family 
Sports Center on Friday 
as the Grand Valley State 
University football team 
hosted its annual NFL Pro 
Timing Day.
Offensive lineman Matt 
Armstrong, who won the 
2013 RimingtonTrophy win­
ner as the top center in all of 
the NCAA Division II, unoffi­
cially recorded 24 reps in the 
225-pound bench press and 
a 32-inch vertical jump.
Wide receiver Brandan 
Green, defensive lineman 
Hunter Charneski, strong 
safety ErikThompson, 
linebacker Luther Ware, and 
cornerback Reggie Williams 
also participated for GVSU.
The 2014 NFL Draft starts 
on May 8.
T&F teams set trio of 
school records
The Grand Valley State 
University outdoor track 
and field teams set three 
individual school records 
over the weekend after split­
ting up to compete in three 
different states.
All three records fell 
at the Hilltopper Relays 
in Bowling Green, Ky.The 
Lakers also competed in the 
Hillsdale Invitational and 
the Mason Spring Invite in 
Halifax, Va.
Sophomore Darien 
Thornton won the hammer 
throw with a record-break­
ing mark of 65.92 meters, 
the second-longest distance 
in the NCAA Division II so 
far this season.
Senior Kristen Hixson 
also set a GVSU record 
in the pole vault with an 
automatic-qualifying mark 
of 4.23 meters to improve 
her own school record.
The other school record 
came from sophomore 
Rebecka Anderson, who 
was competing in just her 
second event with the team. 
Her javelin throw of 45.97 
meters hit a provisional 
qualifying mark.
The teams return to ac­
tion on Thursday at the Mt. 
SAC Relays in Walnut, Calif.
G L J.A C
STANDINGS
BASEBALL
GVSU 14-3
Wayne State 13-5
Lake Erie 11-7
Walsh 9-8
Malone 10-10
Tiffin 8-8
ODU 9-10
Ashland 7-8
Hillsdale 9-11
SVSU 6-11
Findlay 6-13
Northwood 4-12
SOFTBALL
GVSU 9-1
ODU 14-2
SVSU 11-2
Northwood 10-4
Walsh 12-6
Ashland 8-4
Wayne State 5-5
Tiffin 7-7
FSU 4-5
Findlay 6-10
Hillsdale 5-11
LSSU 5-11
Malone 2-14
Lake Erie 1-17
LACROSSE
GVSU 4-0
WJU 3-1
Lake Erie 3-1
Walsh 2-1
Findlay 3-2
Tiffin 3-2
Urbana 1-3
Ursuline 0-4
ABU 0-5
Lakers celebrate Jamie Hosford, raise $5,000 for Devos Children's Hospital
GV wins series 2-1 at Walsh
BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS @ LANTHORN .COM
Parents, alumni and Laker 
fans alike did their best to de­
termine who was who at the 
2014 Spring Classic as every 
member of the Grand Val­
ley State University football 
team donned the same jersey 
number.
GVSU recognized fallen 
legend Jamie Hosford, who 
lost his battle with cancer 
on March 8, at a jam-packed 
Kelly Family Sports Center 
on Saturday by wearing No. 
32 jerseys and raising money 
for the Helen DeVos Chil­
drens Hospital.
“It just shows you the kind 
of support we get and the fan 
base that we have — the best 
in Division II football, bar 
none,” quarterback Heath 
Parling said. “This is just a 
little glimpse of the support 
we get, and obviously it was 
for a great cause, honoring a 
Laker legend.”
Hosford had one of the 
most decorated careers in the 
history of GVSU Athletics 
as a five-sport athlete from
1973 to 1976. He graduated 
as the football team’s all- 
time leading rusher and was 
a longtime supporter of the 
program.
Parling was much easier 
to identify than most on the 
field of 32s with his red jersey 
and black knee brace.
The signal caller, who has 
battled injuries throughout 
his career, said he has been 
working mostly on his me­
chanics and footwork this 
spring after missing the ma­
jority of practices due to in­
jury at the end of last season.
He threw for 2,441 yards, 
27 touchdowns and eight in­
terceptions in 10 games while 
guiding the Lakers to a na­
tional semifinals appearance 
in 2013.
“When you look at the 
2013 calendar year, he didn’t 
go through spring ball and 
he missed a lot of time — he 
was rusty,” head coach Matt 
Mitchell said. “Even though 
we were playing well, he 
wasn’t 100 percent.
“We’ve got him back 
healthy at 100 percent, and 
he definitely looks sharper
Preparing for play: Grand Valley State University senior quarterback Heath Parling throws the 
ball to a teammate during the 2014 Spring Classic at the Kelly Family Sports Center.
than he ever has.”
Expectations will cer­
tainly be high for the all-time 
winningest football program 
across all divisions of the 
NCAA in 2014, as GVSU is
once again loaded with talent 
on both sides of the ball.
Some of the biggest off­
season changes have been 
with the coaching staff, as 
the defense will be led by co­
defensive coordinators Nick 
Postma, who was promoted, 
and Jim Louis, who came 
over from St. Cloud State 
University on February 12.
SEE CLASSIC ON A9
Spring Classic1 '" legend
Team win: Grand Valley State University senior Giancarlo 
Brugnoni makes the play at first base for the Lakers.
Senior hits 40th, 41st home runs in back-to-back at-bats
BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
First baseman Giancarlo Brugnoni said 
he knew he was going to “have some fun” 
over the weekend — and it didn’t take him 
long to prove it.
Brugnoni hit his 40th and 41st career 
home runs in his first two at-bats of a three- 
game series as the No. 15 Grand Valley State 
University baseball team took two out of 
three games (a 10-1 win, a 5-2 win and a 15- 
12 loss) at Walsh University to maintain its 
place atop the GLIAC standings.
“I saw pitches that I could handle,” said 
the senior, who went 3-for-3 with six RBIs in 
game one. “I was saying how my swing felt 
really good during practice and in the mid­
week games, and I carried that over into bat­
ting practice on Saturday.”
He became just the second player in GLI­
AC history to hit 40 career home runs with a
three-run blast to put the Lakers up 3-0 in the 
top of the first.
He wasn’t done.
After GVSU stretched its lead to 6-0 in the 
top of the second, he once again stepped to 
the plate with two on and was thrown a two- 
strike breaking ball, which he kindly depos­
ited over the fence.
The De La Salle High School product needs 
five home runs to tie the GLIAC record held 
by GVSU head coach Jamie Detillion who hit 
46 for Ashland University from 1997-2000.
“I stayed back and waited for the break­
ing ball — I want them to make the mistake,” 
Brugnoni said.
The Lakers added one more run in the 
fourth inning before walking away with the 
victory. Junior starter Aaron Jensen (5-i) 
pitched all seven innings while giving up six
SEE BASEBALL ON A9
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Cleary, Lakers extend winning streak to nine
GV sweeps Wayne State, Malone
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM
With the bases loaded at 
a crucial spot in the game, 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity senior Briauna Taylor 
stepped to the plate with a 
chance to break the tie. She 
stood in the box amid a 2-2 
count — and delivered.
Taylor cleared the bases 
with a triple to deep right- 
center field in the bottom 
of the fifth inning against 
No. 14 Wayne State Univer­
sity on Friday, a moment that 
seemed to spark an impres­
sive weekend for the Laker 
softball team.
GVSU went on to sweep 
WSU with 6-2 and 8-2 victo­
ries, and it stayed hot the next 
day by taking down Malone 
University with 13-3 and 5-0 
wins.
“Our hitters are perform­
ing extremely well right now,” 
said senior outfielder Brit­
tany Taylor, Briauna’s twin 
sister. “Our freshmen have 
been stepping up lately. It’s 
been a collective effort from 
the entire team."
The Lakers (20-5) got the 
offense going from the start
of the Friday doubleheader 
as senior third baseman Mi­
randa Cleary knocked in her 
28th RBI of the season to 
score freshman Jenna Lenza 
in the first inning.
Throughout the first four 
and a half innings, WSU 
countered both GVSU runs 
to set the stage for Briauna 
Taylor, who made the score 
5-2 after sliding into third.
“Seeing that it’s our se­
nior year, we are just playing 
stress-free and trying to have 
fun,” Brittany Taylor said. 
“(Briauna) is having a great 
year, and I’m trying to be like 
her; slowly but surely I’ll be at 
her level.”
Sophomore starter Sara 
Andrasik earned four straight 
groundouts and eventually 
picked up her eighth win 
of the season as the Lakers 
claimed the 6-2 victory.
The Laker bats stayed ac­
tive in game two after Cleary 
started off the eight-hit affair 
by blasting a solo home run 
to deep right-center field.
“I try to go to the plate 
with the same mentality and 
that’s just to put the ball into 
play,” she said. “Before, I was
> ©
Gaining momentum: Miranda Cleary swings to hit an oncoming pitch. The Lakers swept both 
Wayne State University and Malone University in doubleheader games in Allendale.
trying to kill the ball, but 
lately I’ve settled in and let 
things come to me.”
In the fifth inning, Brit­
tany Taylor came through 
with a bases-clearing double 
off the top of the fence to give 
GVSU a 6-2 advantage.
Junior starter Lauren 
Gevaart stayed in control
throughout the day by tal­
lying four strikeouts while 
giving up eight hits and two 
earned runs. The win pushed 
her record to 7-0.
“Lauren did a nice job,” 
coach Doug Woods said. 
“They got a couple of hits 
on her, but she bared down. 
When she’s in a tight situa­
tion, she’s pretty tough to hit.”
The momentum certainly 
carried over into game one 
on Saturday against Malone, 
as Cleary hit a pair of home 
runs in the fourth and sixth 
innings. Brittany Taylor hit 
a three-run jack to end the 
game in mercy, 13-3.
SEE SOFTBALL ON A8
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Reigning champs drop
BY PETE BARROWS
ASSISTANTSPORTS®
LANTHORN.COM
A Miley Cyrus-fueled playlist 
blared on the bus ride home from 
East Lansing after a final game of 
the spring season — a season where 
last years NCAA Division II na­
tional title counts little — in which 
the Grand Valley State University 
soccer team was defeated 2-0 by 
Michigan State University.
MSU broke a scoreless tie min­
utes after returning to the pitch for 
the second half, and it broke the 
game open with a second goal less 
than 10 minutes later. Although at 
the end of 90 minutes, a daunting 
spring schedule, and a historically 
successful season in the fall that 
was crowned with a championship, 
GVSU found plenty of victories off 
of the scoreboard.
“One of the biggest challenges 
this spring has been playing for 
90 minutes without taking men­
tal breaks, knowing the game plan 
and then executing it,” GVSU coach 
Dave Dilanni said. “But aside from 
the two goals we allowed — which 
were mental mistakes — I thought 
we controlled the majority of pos­
session against a Big Ten team, got 
strong efforts from our center mids 
and backs in terms of quality of play, 
saw our forwards be active both on 
offense and defense, and between 
the boxes, we were the better team.
“Unfortunately, that’s not what 
wins you games, and you never 
like to lose, but winning games is 
not our focus in the spring season. 
Were disappointed with how we 
gave up those goals, but the score 
was not indicative of what we got 
out of the game.”
After a 2013 season of nary al­
lowing a goal, the Lakers have un­
characteristically had a few scoring 
lapses this spring — two on Satur­
day.
In both cases, GVSU turned the
ball over in the midfield and al­
lowed MSU forwards to run on and 
get the ball behind the defense. In 
both cases, GVSU was unable to get 
either goal back.
“1 thought that our midfield, in 
general, played better than MSU’s 
and that our girls played to the 
whistle for a good 88 minutes — 
that’s all positive,” Dilanni said. “I’m 
really pleased that our best game 
and our best quality of play as a 
team came in the last game of the 
spring against our best opponent.
“We gave up more goals than 
were accustomed to giving up, 
didn’t score at a clip that we normal­
ly score at and need to continue to 
improve, but we got better through­
out the spring season, ended on our 
highest note and for that, I’m proud 
of kids.
“What we need to do now is 
understand that it is our job as in­
dividuals and as a team to create a 
foundation for next season. A solid 
foundation based on work-rate, 
team chemistry and knowing our 
roles so that we can take on seven 
or eight more players next fall with 
a tone already set.”
Unimpeded by the loss, several 
student-athletes on the team took a 
well-deserved reprieve after the game 
to enjoy a Miley Cyrus concert.
Some of the girls in attendance 
held starting roles on last year’s 
team, while some are being asked to 
step into new roles with a new sea­
son on the horizon. But for GVSU
— as it was for Hannah Montana — 
change is inevitable, and not neces­
sarily less fruitful.
Just as Cyrus has evolved from a 
family-friendly, tweenage icon with 
Disney ears to a tabloid regular who 
helped put GVSU’s now restrained 
pendulum on the map, players — 
like All-Americans Kayla Kimble, 
Tayler Ward and Abbey Miller
— come and go, but not without 
leaving an indelible impact on the
\\ . SOCCK It
spring exhibition against MSU 2-0
Gaining speed: Grand Valley State Univeristy freshman Erika Bradfield fights off an AIC defender during the Dll
National Semifinals. The Lakers lost to 
esteemed GVSU women’s soccer 
program first. And where as Di­
lanni and his players acknowledge 
that with a new season comes a new 
team, neither party anticipate a di­
vergence from past success — even 
if that success looks a little different 
than it did in the past.
“It’s been a very long, very suc­
cessful year, yet we’re still asking 
ourselves how we can still im­
prove,” senior goalkeeper, and likely 
replacement for Miller, Andrea 
Strauss said. “Our goal this spring 
was to improve, to make progress, 
to build on our future and to be 
ready for August — we’ve done that.
“Now we have to ask how much 
can we improve on the base? What 
do we have to work with now, and 
what are we adding in the fall? What 
do we need to do so that we can 
reach our peak at the right time?
“We’ve all learned a great deal for
Michigan State University 2-0. 
past players and experiences, my­
self included, for instance how to 
be a leader, how to stay humble, be 
there for your teammates and per­
petuate what we learn, but we need 
to continue to improve everyday, to 
better ourselves everyday, to stay 
motivated to recreate experiences 
like we had last year, and to get the 
freshmen to buy into everything we 
tried to do this spring so that they 
can have those kinds of experiences 
too.”
Heading into the summer — a 
segment of the offseason where 
personal growth is emphasized — 
GVSU will have officially closed the 
book on the 2013 season that was, 
and it will focus instead on turning 
the page to the 2014 season that will 
be.
With an understanding that 
2013, as tremendous a season as it 
was, does not solely define Laker
soccer, and that when making a 
transition to a new look within the 
same entity, it’s alright to hope for 
the best of both worlds.
“I think we played hard as a 
team, did a lot of the same things 
that helped us to be successful in 
past years, and in a lot of ways 
dominated the game, but we are still 
learning what this team is going to 
be all about,” redshirt sophomore 
forward Olivia Emery said. “It’s a 
cool process building a team — 
from the spring season where we’re 
still transitioning from the previous 
year, to the preseason, where we add 
new girls and get to work meshing.
“Seeing what everyone brings to 
the table on the field and in person­
ality, what everyone’s weaknesses 
and strengths are, and then working 
to make those collective weaknesses 
strengths. To see it all and put it to­
gether; one new team.”
\\ . L \ CKO S S K
Skomial leads Lakers to fifth straight win
Freshman prodigy notches hat trick in both GLIAC victories
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM
In the 2013 season, the Grand Valley State 
University women’s lacrosse team started out 
on rocky footing. GVSU split its first four 
games against non-conference opponents be­
fore dropping three in a row prior to GLIAC 
play.
Then, the Lakers went on a tear by anni­
hilating GLIAC competition to the tune of 
eleven straight victories en route to winning 
the first-ever conference championship.
This year is nothing but deja vu for GVSU 
(7-5, 4-0) — or so it would seem up to this 
point in the season. After splitting its first 
four games against non-conference teams 
in 2014, GVSU dropped three in a row in 
the final games leading up to GLIAC play. 
Now, GVSU is in the midst of a five-game 
tear through conference play as it aims for 
back-to-back GLIAC championships. Sound 
familiar?
“We’ve been here before so we know what 
we need to do and what the end result could
be,” said GVSU head coach Alicia Groveston. 
“This team is very different from last year’s. I 
think the potential that this team has exceeds 
the potential from last year.”
The Lakers won their fourth and fifth con­
secutive games over the weekend, blanking 
Alderson-Broaddus University in a 20-0 rout 
on Friday before topping Tiffin University 
15-9 on Sunday.
GVSU dominated in all facets from start 
to finish on Friday by placing 36 shots on 
goal while only allowing just one shot from 
Alderson-Broaddus. The Lakers posted their 
second shutout in school history — and did 
so without their starting goaltender.
Sophomore Carolyn Kraus scored the 
winning goal just 20 seconds into the con­
test as she took a pass from Sarah Lowe and 
buried it in the back of the net. Kraus’s goal 
opened the floodgates for a balanced Laker 
attack to rush through, and GVSU had a 14-0 
lead by halftime.
Twelve Lakers scored goals, while three 
SEE LACROSSE ON A9
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Drive on: Sarah Lowe (16) and Kali Heller-Spencer (22) battle against the opponent's players 
for possession. The Lakers won their fourth and fifth consecutive games this weekend.
SOFTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
Andrasik picked up her ninth win of 2014. 
“Hitting seems to be contagious,” Woods 
said. “When one or two girls gets it going with
their bats, then that tends to trickle down the 
lineup. That’s where we are at right now; you 
can only hope it continues.”
It was a much different story in game two, 
as the score remained 0-0 until the bottom of 
the sixth inning.
With senior first baseman Tanya Calkins 
on second base, sophomore outfielder McKen­
zie Supernaw seized the opportunity by hitting 
a line-drive double to left-center field to score 
the go-ahead run. After an offensive surge in 
the bottom of the sixth, the Lakers went on to
win 5-0.
The Lakers have outscored their GLIAC op­
ponents 62-8 in the nine-game winning streak.
The team will have a chance to win its 11th 
game in a row at Northwood University on 
Tuesday in Midland, Mich.
Reach for the stars.
Start with OCS.
A college degree is great. Being able to pay for it.. EVEN BETTER.
$50,000 Student Loan Repayment Program 
Develop the Skills to be a Leader 
A flexible life only the GUARD can offer 
Trlcare Health Insurance
SSG Brandon Button 
616-405-0767
brandon.s.button.mlK^mail.mil
FunCakesGR.com
for all your raal coke needs, all occasions
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for all your cake rental needs, many to chose from
616-510-8511 (Grand Rapids)
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Lakers close out regular 
season with 20-7 record
BY LUCAS RAINS
LRAINS@LANTHORN.COM
After a 26-day hiatus without 
competing in an official match, 
the Grand Valley State University 
women’s tennis team finally re­
turned to action.
GVSU traveled to Hope Col­
lege on Thursday for a non-con­
ference matchup before making 
a trip to Pennsylvania for a trio 
of non-conference games on Sat­
urday and Sunday. GVSU ousted 
Hope 7-2, split its games on Sat­
urday and lost a 5-4 contest on 
Sunday.
“We played some 
pretty tough compe­
tition over the week­
end,” GVSU coach 
John Black said.
“With three matches 
in two days, it’s quite 
a bit, but it’s going 
to help us out come 
regional time in two 
weeks.”
The Lakers entered 
the DeWitt Tennis 
Center in Holland 
on Thursday as the No. 46 team 
in the most recent Division II 
ITA rankings. GVSU dominated 
the Flying Dutch by taking four 
out of six singles matchups and 
sweeping the doubles competi­
tion.
Senior Lexi Rice won her 
singles matchup 7-6 (9-7), 6-4 
over her Hope counterpart, and 
teamed up with junior Carola 
Orna for an 8-4 victory in dou­
bles. Orna picked up a 6-1, 6-1 
win in her singles match, as well.
“We had no easy matches this 
weekend,” Rice said. “After this 
weekend, we know what we need 
to improve on, specifically in 
doubles, and we can use it as mo­
tivation to prepare for regionals.
“I’m proud of how the team 
competed this weekend.”
Junior Leah Dancz 
and senior Niki Ship- 
man each won their 
individual rounds, 
while the duo of 
Dancz and junior Kali 
Phillips rolled to an 
8-1 doubles win.
Shipman and ju­
nior Morgan Patter­
son completed the 
doubles sweep with 
an 8-5 victory.
“It felt really good 
to play some tough matches, es­
pecially in the warm weather, and 
I think our team played pretty 
well,” Shipman said. “Every one 
of us battled through this week­
end and gave 100 percent, even
We played 
some pretty 
tough
competition...
JOHN BLACK
HEAD COACH
Back at play: Senior Lexi Rice forehands the ball during a match, playing doubles with her partner Carola Orna. 
After a long break from official games, the Lakers were victorious against Hope College last week 7-2.
though we didn’t come out on top 
in all of them.”
The weekend games featured 
three tough non-conference 
teams in Pennsylvania.
On Saturday, the Lakers faced 
off against California University 
of Pennsylvania and West Liberty 
University at Rodman Park in 
California, Pa.
The Lakers were swept 9-0 
against No. 12 California, one of 
the toughest teams in Division II
tennis. California featured two 
ranked players in the Midwest, 
the No. 11 doubles team.
“They beat us 9-0, but we had 
quite a few competitive matches,” 
Black said. “It was a good match 
for us to help get us ready for the 
regional tournament coming up.”
GVSU team bounced back 
against West Liberty later in the 
day. GVSU took five of the six 
singles matches and swept dou­
bles competition on its way to an
8-1 win over the Hilltoppers.
Then on Sunday, the Lakers 
dropped their final game of the 
regular season 5-4 to IUP.
With GVSU’s regular season 
coming to an end, NCAA rules 
force the team to take a break 
from practice until April 24. The 
team will then have a week to 
prepare for the NCAA Division 
II Midwest Regional, which is 
scheduled to begin on May 3.
GV goes 2-2 on Midwest roadtrip
BASEBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
hits and one run.
Brugnoni picked up 
where he left off in the 
team’s 30th game of the 
season, by starting a four- 
run third with an RBI sin­
gle.
“He’s been hitting it well 
all year,” said junior desig­
nated hitter Jesse Abel. “His 
preparation from the fall 
and spring was outstand­
ing and that’s carried over 
into the season. He swung 
at a lot of good pitches, got 
the pitches that he wanted 
to hit, and hit them over 
the fence.”
Junior starter Evan Ni- 
etfeldt (6-0) allowed just 
five hits and two runs in 
six innings of work before 
senior closer Chris Ripple 
picked up his ninth save of
the season.
The series finale proved 
to be a disappointing fin­
ish for the Lakers, who 
snapped their seven-game 
winning streak after blow­
ing a big second-inning 
lead.
After Abel provided a 
three-run homer in the 
top of the first, junior out­
fielder Jamie Potts came 
through with a two-RBI 
single in the second before 
Brugnoni drew a bases- 
loaded walk to make it a 
7-2 game.
“We’ve been hitting it 
well all year — we’ve got 
a pretty deep lineup,” Abel 
said. “Coach likes to mix 
and match with differ­
ent players coming off the 
bench and he’s done a good 
job of finding the right 
guys. It’s a very potent of­
fense.”
The Lakers led 12-5 in 
the top of the sixth after 
a two-run blast by senior 
shortstop Stuart Eisler, but 
the lead didn’t last.
Walsh put together a 
huge seventh inning - with 
seven hits and seven runs 
- after outfielder Andrew 
Bonnette belted a grand 
slam. The Cavaliers even­
tually took a 13-12 lead 
and a series-ending victory 
after roughing up seven 
different GVSU pitchers.
“It was one of our worst 
games so far but that’s go­
ing to happen every once 
in a while, you can’t win 
them all,” Detillion said. 
“We’ll see how we rebound 
in Saginaw.”
GVSU (23-8, 14-3 GLI- 
AC) will travel to take on 
Saginaw Valley State Univer­
sity for a nine-inning match­
up on Wednesday at 2 p.m.
LACROSSE
CONTINUED FROM A8
more tallied assists. Junior Ali Dixon 
led the way with four goals, freshman 
Ryan Skomial netted a hat trick to go with 
one assist, and Lowe chipped in with four 
helpers.
Sophomore midfielder Liv- 
vy Mickevicius, the team’s act­
ing goaltender in the absence 
of injured freshman Sarah 
Zwilsky, recorded the shutout 
for GVSU in just her third ca­
reer start.
The Lakers were able to 
carry the momentum into 
Sunday’s game in Allendale as 
Skomial netted a first-half hat 
trick — her second in as many 
games — as GVSU took a 9-4 
lead into the break.
Zwilsky returned to the circle for the 
Lakers after missing the previous three 
games with a knee injury after hurting it 
in practice two weeks ago. She made six 
saves and allowed nine goals to improve
her record to 4-5 on the season.
“It’s great to be back but today was a 
little disappointing,” Zwilsky said. “I can’t 
blame it on (the layoff) but some of the 
free-position shots gave me trouble today.”
The Lakers had 10 different players 
contribute in the goal column, although 
the offense was stymied for a 
period in the second half when 
GVSU failed to tally a goal for 
a 17-minute stretch.
The game was slowed time.- 
and-time again by penalty 
calls, as the affair took on a 
physical form as the game pro­
gressed. Tiffin committed 31 
fouls to GVSU’s 27.
“There are going to be teams 
you face that play physically,” 
said freshman Kira Dosenber- 
ry, who scored two goals in the 
victory. “You just have to stay strong and 
be composed.”
GVSU will look to extend its winning 
streak with a conference matchup at hoirtfc 
against Ursuline College next Thursday at 
5 p.m.
...some of the 
free-position 
shots gave me 
trouble today.
SARAH ZWILSKY
FRESHMAN
Seasonal preparation: Coach Matt Mitchell gathers the 2014 Laker football team for the annual Spring 
Classic in the Kelly Turf Building. The players scrimmaged while the crowd participated in fun activities.
CLASSIC
CONTINUED FROM A7
E.J. Whitlow, who coached the 
defensive line at Notre Dame Col­
lege (Ohio) from 2010 to 2013, was 
also brought in to hold 
the same position at 
GVSU.
“All of us share a phi­
losophy as coaches — 
we’ve got to defend the 
game from inside out,”
Louis said. “The running 
game first, to the perim­
eter running game, to the 
screens to the vertical 
passing game. It takes all 
three phases of the de­
fense — the D-line, the 
linebackers, and the DBs 
— to execute that.
“We know our strengths right 
now with experience is the D-line.
...we've got 
to defend the 
game from 
inside out.
JIM LOUIS
COACH
We should be very good and, if we 
stay healthy, it should be a great posi1 
tion for us. We have a lot of talent, 
just not a lot of experience at liner 
backer and DB, so we’re hopeful that 
we’re going to continue to develop 
our base defense.”
Coaches, players and 
members of Hosford’s 
family came together 
to pose for a big group 
photo as the Spring Clas* 
sic came to a end af? 
ter a check for $5,065 
was shown on the video 
board.
GVSU kicks off its fall 
season on Sep. 6 at Azu­
sa Pacific University ih 
Azusa, Calif. The Lakefs 
will then return to Lub­
bers Stadium for their home opener 
against Ohio Dominican University 
on Sep. 13.
EATING 
MADE 
EASY
READY FOR FALL?
Sign up for your 
Fall Meal Plan at
GVSUFOOD.com
tD
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A little bit country: Clockwise from the top left. Sam Hunt opens the Spring Concert at Grand Valley State University on Thursday; Clara Henningsen of The Henningsens opens for David 
Nail; Nail performs as part of his Country Deep Tour; and the Laker crowd sings along to its favorite country jams, all hosted by Spotlight Productions.
Spring concert shows GV is a little bit country
David Nail, Sam Hunt, The 
Henningsens bring country 
to Allendale back roads
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
SPENDOWSKI@LANTHORN.COM
“Are there any country music fans in the 
house tonight?”
An eruption of ear-piercing screams 
from Grand Valley State University stu­
dents, community members and B-93.7 
listeners answered the question posed by
country musician Sam Hunt. Yes, there 
were country music fans in the GVSU 
Fieldhouse.
Spotlight Productions annual spring 
concert featuring Hunt, The Henning­
sens and David Nail attracted a spectrum 
of flannel button-ups, cowboy boots and 
southern peaches on Thursday night.
With an on-going chant of “U.S.A., 
U.S.A., U.S.A.,” the crowd beckoned a va­
riety of songs from Hunt, who is set to re­
lease an album in the fall. Hunt played not 
only his own songs but also popular tunes 
he created for other country artists such as
“Cop Car” by Keith Urban. However, it was 
the mash-up of classic Garth Brooks, Toby 
Keith and Allen Jackson that transformed 
the crowd into a boot-scootin’, boogieing 
horde.
The soothing set list of The Henningsens 
allowed for energy saving head bobs before 
headliner Nail took to the stage. Similar 
to Hunt, The Henningsens performed not 
only songs from an album, which is set to 
release during the summer, but also ballads 
the band wrote for other country artists. 
The band, composed of family mefnbers, 
wrote the No. 1 hit “The Way You Lie” per­
formed by The Band Perry.
Many students purchased meet-and- 
greets with Nail, who said he was grateful 
for the show following his appearance on 
the Academy of Country Music Awards on 
April 6.
“We are excited to be playing again,” Nail 
said. “(Las Vegas) is a lot of going to func-. 
tions and things, so it is good to be back on! 
the bus and playing.” v. !
Blue, black and white doesn’t seem to be 
the only pride pumping through the veins 
of Lakers, as the sea of fans proved Laker 
nation also bleeds a bit of country. ftp. ’
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ew Hiring
For 2014-2015
W
Class Standing ___________________________
Major Area of Study ____________________
Position Requested _____________________
What spacial skills do you bring to this job?
What experience do you have?
What would you lika to laam?
? '
Description:
♦ Works 5-10 hours a wee
♦ Must have experience with 
Adobe Creative Suite
♦ Will work with local clients 
and advertising staff ) If
Steps to apply
1. Fill out the employment application
2. Turn in a portfolio of past design work
3. Create an advertisement for a local business
4. Turn in application to the Lanthorn Office (downstairs Kirkhof 0051)
5. Email advertising@lanthorn.com for questions
Employment Application
Nama_______
Local Addrass
City--------------
Telephone___
Student ID___
E-mail_______
State____ Zip__________
Is this a call phone? (Yes/No)
Grand Valley Lanthorn 
0051 Kirkhof Center 
Grand Valley State University 
Allendale, Ml 49401 9403 
Phone (616) 331-2460 
Fa* (616) 331-2465
Why do you want to work for the Lanthorn? (continue on back)
GRAND VALLEY
STUDENT-RUN PUBLICATIONS LANTHORN COM 
/ PINT ONLINE MOBIL!
e e e e • e
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Community difference: The event Bring the Green had various kid-friendly activities in 
addition to a park clean up on Saturday. The event, held by honors students, promotes 
sustainability, wellness and community involvement.
Bring the Green
ushers in new season
Honors college students host spring-themed event
BY MAODIE FORSHEE
MFORSHEE @ LANTHORN.COM
Spring is slowly sneak­
ing up on Michigan, so a 
group of Grand Valley State 
University students wanted 
to help Grand Rapids jump 
into spring this weekend.
On Saturday in Heart- 
side Park in downtown 
Grand Rapids, a group of 
honors college students 
hosted Bring the Green, 
an event they created to 
promote sus- 
t a i n a b i 1 i t y, 
wellness, and 
community in­
volvement.
The stu­
dents, who are 
all part of the 
honors class
Designing So­
cial Ventures, 
came up with 
the idea for the 
event on their 
own. The class split up 
into different committees 
and together organized, 
planned and marketed 
Bring the Green to Grand 
Rapids’ citizens and GVSU 
students.
J Designing Social Ven­
tures is instructed by Bill 
Holsinger-Robinson, who 
described the course as a
+ • • ♦ ♦ ♦
...you make 
it what you 
want to make
it...
LYDIA DANIKOLAS
HONORS STUDENT
class to drive more conver­
sation about entrepreneur- 
ship and innovation.
“I think a lot of people 
get frozen when thinking 
about ‘How can I create 
impact, I’m really busy, I’m 
a student, I have tons of 
classes...’ You can do things 
with very little time, fairly 
limited resources,” Hols­
inger-Robinson said. “(The 
class) has been really great, 
it has been completely stu­
dent decided, 
they came up 
with the inspi­
ration, and they 
ran with every­
thing else.”
Lydia Dan- 
ikolas, a student 
on the market­
ing committee, 
said she en­
joyed the class.
“There are a 
lot of (students 
in) different disciplines, 
which is really cool,” Dan- 
ikolas said. “There’s really 
no plan for the class, you 
make it what you want to 
make it.”
The students worked 
with Friends of Grand Rap­
ids Parks, a community- 
driven nonprofit, because 
the organization was trying 
to kickstart community in-
r
volvement in the park.
“(Bring the Green) is all 
about going outside and 
having fun, helping people 
to get over the winter, but 
at the same time promote 
sustainability,” Danikolas 
said.
Before the event, the 
students and volunteers 
did a two-and-a-half-hour 
park clean-up, and they did 
another clean-up after.
During the event, at­
tendees were able to par­
ticipate in many different 
opportunities, including 
fire truck tours from the 
Grand Rapids Fire Depart­
ment, a kid-friendly game 
of Quidditch, Ultimate 
Frisbee, Capture the Flag, 
activities by the Helen De- 
Vos Children’s Hospital, 
and exercise classes offered 
by Grand Valley Campus 
Recreation, Renewal Body 
Bootcamp and Live Dance 
Move.
More than 80 volunteers 
helped out with the event, 
most of them coming from 
club sports teams.
“There was a good mix 
of volunteers and non­
volunteers here,” said Brad 
Mueller, the volunteer co­
ordinator for the class. 
“There was a good turnout 
while it happened.”
Campus Ministry 
raises money for 
Charity Water
BY ERIKA COLLIN
ECOLLIN@LANTHORN.COM
Diseases from unsafe 
water and lack of basic 
sanitation kill many people 
around the world every 
year, but the nonprofit or­
ganization Charity Water 
is helping combat this is­
sue, and Grand Valley State 
University’s Campus Min­
istry has paired 
up with them to 
do so.
“We wanted 
to do something 
to get people 
clean water who 
don’t have it. It’s 
a source that’s 
so readily avail­
able to us that 
we don’t even 
have to think 
about it,” said 
Heather Yzen- 
baard, Campus 
serve team leader. “We turn 
on the faucet and we have 
clean water. We don’t have 
to worry about any safety 
concerns or worry that we 
might get sick from it.”
Today at 9 p.m., Campus 
Ministry will be hosting its 
final campus praise rally of 
the year in the Grand River 
Room in the Kirkhof Cen­
ter, and during the rally,
We wanted to 
do something 
to get people 
clean water...
YZENBAARD
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Ministry
it will be raising its final 
funds for the water cam­
paign that has been ongo­
ing since March. This rally 
will consist of song perfor­
mances followed by infor­
mation on how much mon­
ey the campaign has raised 
for Charity Water. By en­
couraging last minute do­
nations, Campus Ministry 
hopes to reach its $2,000 
goal, which will 
provide 100 
people with ac­
cess to clean 
water.
“Water is a 
small step, but a 
significant step 
toward really 
transforming 
the lives of peo­
ple,” Campus 
Minster Scott 
Stark said. “Es­
pecially the lives of people 
who are most vulnerable in 
a community.”
Many people around the 
world are often forced to 
walk hours to fetch water 
from rivers and streams, 
and then they have to carry 
it back home. This water 
contains bacteria that can 
cause diseases and even 
death.
“We’re trying to build 
a clean water well some­
where in the world that 
needs it,” serve team leader 
Cameron Meyer said. “By 
doing that, not only is .it 
going to provide hydratioft 
and the necessary water 
that people need to live, 
but it’s also going to pro­
vide clean sanitation and 
it’s going to provide people 
an opportunity to make arc 
income and go to school.” ;
Campus Ministry has 
been raising money for this 
cause during the Christian 
season of Lent by mak-; 
ing announcements at its 
ministry events and hand­
ing out water bottles w^thi 
information about Charity 
Water attached. It has also 
been having friendly mon-; 
ey-raising competitions. ;
“Clean water may be thet 
most precious commod-i 
ity in the world because it 
is the source of life,” Stark; 
said. “If you have clean; 
water and access to clean; 
water, then you have ac-l 
cess to a much better and* 
sustained life than you do 
if you don’t have access to; 
clean water.”
To donate money to- 
Charity Water, visit www, 
my.charitywater.org/gv4h2o. 
To follow Campus Minis­
try’s efforts, search hashtag 
GV4H20 on Twitter.
OF THE WEEK
Relay (or Lite raises $72,000 lor cancer patients
BY PETER CHHUM
PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM
More than 1,300 members of the Grand 
Valley State University community joined 
together to raise about $72,000 for the 
American Cancer Society during this year’s 
Relay for Life. As a parade of students made 
its way around the track in the Fieldhouse 
Arena, cardio was turned into currency.
The 12-hour event started at 6 p.m. on 
April 11 and went until 6 a.m. on April 12.
I feel like the event is a great way to get 
involved for those who don’t know much 
about the disease and support people who 
have it and celebrate those who have sur­
vived,” said Jourdan Boychuk, 
team captain of the Laker Vil­
lage team. “It also shows how 
important it is that this disease 
needs to be taken care of.”
During each hour of Relay 
for Life, at least one member 
from every team walks on the 
track, representing the con­
stant fight against cancer. This 
year at GVSU, more than 70 
teams participated.
Participants spiced up the 
walk with a balloon lap, a 
three-legged lap and a conga line at vari­
ous times.
While Relay for Life offers entertain­
ment and amusement for those who par­
ticipate, the core message of the event 
is delivered in the customary survivors’ 
lap. During this portion of the event, the 
lights were dimmed and the track was il­
luminated by Luminaria bags, which were 
filled with a candle and personalized with
It's a way for 
survivors to 
come and be 
recognized...
JAKE JAGER
CANCER SURVIVOR
a name, message and drawing in memory 
of a loved one affected by cancer.
As students took a break from making 
their rounds in remembrance, they were 
given a special message from Jake Jager, a 
cancer survivor who suffered from osteo­
sarcoma.
“Back in September 2011, I was di­
agnosed with a bone tumor in my right 
femur. That started a year-long process 
throughout my junior year of high school 
where I was in and out of DeVos Children’s 
Hospital receiving chemotherapy,” Jager 
said. “I then had a surgery which basically 
replaced part of my femur with titanium, 
and I also had to have a knee 
replacement done.”
While Jager shared his per­
sonal experience with cancer, 
he also told the significance of 
the event and what it means to 
him as a cancer survivor.
“From a survivor’s perspec­
tive, this event is a Mecca. It’s 
a way for survivors to come 
and be recognized after what 
they’ve gone through,” he said. 
“Prior to a current progno­
sis, my condition would mean 
amputation. But this new treatment has 
been an amazing thing and has truly saved 
my life. It shows that this works, this is a 
proven method, and that this money truly 
helps. As a survivor, it’s really cool to see 
people all around here that are here to help 
people battle cancer.”
As Relay for Life serves as an interac­
tive way for students and their families to 
gather in the fight against cancer, the sig­
nificance of the social gathering is evoked
l ik \N| »\ \i 11 \r** ... i >. i•
Stronger together: The Relay for Life event, which was held inside the Fieldhouse, aimed to 
raise awarness, remember lives lost and celebrate those who have survived cancer.
throughout the night.
“It’s just so moving.
There are so many times 
throughout the night that I 
have gotten chills or teared 
up,” said Maddie McTevia, 
committee member for Col­
lege Against Cancer. “It’s 
sad that it’s affected so many 
people, but it’s also great to 
see that so many people 
have a passion to fight it. It’s 
something that brings ev­
eryone closer together and 
really makes me appreciate 
all the little things we have
in life.’ Spreading light: Partipants at Relay for Life lit candles to
remember loved ones and lives lost because of cancer.
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Employment
Kitchen help wanted.
Line Cook experience pre­
ferred. Located 1/4 mile 
from campus. Send resumes 
to allendale ©mainstpub.com
Grand Valley Artists is an art 
organization that is 58 years 
old. We meet to nurture 
each other and provide cri­
tiques and sketch opportuni­
ties. We are currently look­
ing for models for our Sketch 
Sessions. It's a great way to 
earn extra money. We pay 
$15 an hour for clothed mod­
eling and $20 for nude mod­
eling. We have 2 1/2 and 3 
hour sessions. You can find 
any information about GVA 
at
www.grandvalleyartists.com
If you're interested in this op­
portunity please call Kathy at 
(616) 540-5744
Miscellaneous
15% Student Discount: LB’s 
Lounge is offering a 15% 
discount every Monday on all 
food for students, faculty and 
staff members with a valid 
ID.
Located in downtown Grand 
Rapids inside of Louis Ben­
ton Steakhouse. Stop in or 
call (616) 454-7455.
Sabrosisimo will be hosting 
our annual BAILA CONMI- 
GO Event.
A Latin Dance Showcase and 
open dance, at Grand Valley 
State University! FREE AD­
MISSION, FREE FOOD! Per­
formances from multiple or­
ganizations.
April 19th, 2014. Doors Open 
at 5:30pm at Pere Marquette 
in Kirkhof
Roommates
Looking for an apartment or 
townhouse for rent for the 
2014-2015 school year in Al­
lendale. We have 3 room­
mates and we need some­
thing close to campus at a 
reasonable price. We live at 
Country Place now but we 
did not renew our lease and 
there is no availability for 
next year. Please call Austin 
at (616) 916-2731.
Im looking for a subleaser for 
a 12 month lease starting 
Aug. 2014 at Campus West.
4 bedroom 2 bath, $350 a 
month.I am willing to negoti­
ate subleasing fees. The unit 
already has 3 awesome girls 
for roommates. Please con­
tact me if you are interested!
(616)856-0319
Brenda
Large 4 bedroom, 2 bath­
room, large kitchen, den or 
study, full basement, walk to 
GVSU downtown campus. 
Grocery and retail stores 
close. Pets? $1000/m + utili­
ties call 616-454-9666
Looking for Female Sub­
leaser for May-July. Copper 
Beech $392/ month plus 
electric. One other girl living 
during summer. Email for 
more info:
hernere@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for a place to stay 
for the fall and winter semes­
ter. Im a responsible and stu­
dious female and Im hoping 
to find roommates that are 
focused on school. I know its 
asking for a lot but Im trying 
to find something under 
$400/month. Text or call me 
at (616) 813-0347 if you are 
interested!
Looking for a Subleaser for 
May-Beginning of August for 
a Copper Beech apartment. 
Rent is a negotiable $447.00 
a month Utilities. It is a 3 
bedroom with 3 1/2 bath­
rooms with two other clean 
and nice roommates. If inter­
ested contact Connor by 
248-978-6134 or 
nelsocon@mail.gvsu.edu.
One female subleaser 
needed for May 1 -August 1 
in a 4 bedroom apartment in 
the Off Broadway Apart­
ments. $309 per month plus 
utilities. Email h.r.hendrick- 
son@gmail.com or call/test 
906 285 1154 for more infor­
mation.
l-emale Subleaser needed 
from May-August in Mystic 
woods! Rent is $425 but 
negotiable. Personal bed­
room and bathroom. Contact 
cleghorm@mail.gvsu.edu 
for info.
One person looking for place 
to live during 2014-2015 
school year. Socially adapt­
able musician, Justin Hurst. 
Call or text (989)307-8230
NEED SUBLEASER 
MAY-JULY
2 bedroom 1 bath with 1 
other girl.
Rent is $425 plus utilities, but 
will charge $370 
email: fuocoa@mail.gvsu.edu 
for more info.
One female roommate 
needed for 4 bedroom house 
in Standale. Lease beginning 
Aug. 2014. $400/month utili­
ties included! Please contact 
Amy at
sturrusa@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for sub-leaser at 
48West May-July.
Can move in as early as the 
Friday of finals week.
Own room, and bathroom. 
Fully furnished. $445/month, 
Building AA.
Need a subleaser for upcom­
ing 2014-2015 school year. 
Hightree Townhomes and 
rent is $395.00 utilities. Very 
close to campus and walking 
distance too. Has walk-in 
closet also. Contact me if 
you have any questions! 
(616)690-2373 Has 1 male 
roommate already.
FunCakcsGR.com
CakcRental.com
live this way
Summer subleasers in Mead­
ows Crossing Apartments. 
Rent: $459 Utilities (per 
month)
Application Fee: $75
Free Water/Sewer, Free Ca-
ble/lntemet, Fully-Furnished
Townhome
(262) 357-1664
nannetta@mail.gvsu.edu
CAMPUS
VIEW
BRAIN BUSTERS
ACROSS
1 Con game
5 Not-so-tall 
tale
8 Front 
projection
12 Needing a 
cane
13 Earlier than
14 Hold sway
15 Inti, cartel
16 Actress 
Gardner
17 Elevator 
name
18 Railyard 
sight
20 Result
22 Every last 
bit
23 15-Across’ 
product
24 Gullets
27 And so on
32 - Beta 
Kappa
33 Vast expanse
34 Blue
35 Unrelenting 
pest
38 Snakes
39 Storm center
40 Keyboard 
abbr.
42 Take out of 
context?
45 Small yellow 
fruit used in 
preserves
49 Vicinity
50 “Hail!"
52 Loosen
King Crossword
9 10 11
r7
30 31■ 34
|38
53 Optimistic
54 Family 
member
55 Particular
56 Being, to 
Brutus
57 “Of course”
58 “Piggies”
DOWN
1 Messy guy
2 Mafia bigwig
3 MasterCard 
alternative, 
briefly
4 Gathering 
places
5 Intrepid
6 Mr. Robbins 
who part­
nered with 
Burt Baskin
7 Suitor
8 Toaster’s 
word
9 Cruel
10 Medley
11 Into the 
sunset
19 Mr. Pacino
21 “Ulalume" 
writer
24 Speedo­
meter stat
25 “Caught ya!”
26 Brit’s radio
28 Ball-bearing 
gizmo
29 Negligent
30 Knock
31 Billboards
36 Sailor’s 
assent
37 Collection
38 Find not 
guilty
41 Therefore
42 Challenge
43 Love deity
44 Uncompli­
cated
46 “Do - 
others..."
47 "Zip-------
Doo-Dah"
48 — River, NJ
51 Struggle (for)
0 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.
CONQUER THE WHIR
TYS
T0BSUR 
SL0AB 
VAPLE 
DEPYES 
v TAE 
LUSP 
VRIBET 
VAT B 
S0DPAT 
VPLYPO 
VITER
Unscramble these twelve letter strings to form each into an ordinary word 
(ex HA6NEC becomes CHANGE ). Prepare to use only ONE word from 
any marked ( V ) letter string as each unscrambles into more than one 
word (ex V RATHE becomes HATER or EARTH or HEART ). Fit each 
string's word either across or down to knot all twelve strings together.
CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands 
for another If you think that X equals O, it will equal O throughout 
the puzzle Solution is accomplished by trial and error
Clue: D equals E
JWDEU YDENO ODBFDG CZ 
EZJCDZL HBDDJD PVHWL LP 
WEFD IDDZ ZEYDG INVD 
UNELP OUDJCENO.
© 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.
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SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then 
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gagl
"They'ra playing super heroes—thay want 
to saa who can win batwaan Rocky and
r
Push
REFCO
Stroll
BLAME
Causa
VETIOM
Fix
PAIRER
TODAY S WORD
GO FIGURE! by Linda Thistle
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot­
tom and right-hand columns of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order 
they are given (that is, from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: a
♦ Moderate a * Difficult 
a a a GO FIGURE!
1 23567889
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